
Monroe & Moralezz Present New Single "L.O.V.E." Featuring Singer Zach Sorgen 

 

Vienna & Los Angeles, June 28, 2024 – The successful music producers Monroe & Moralezz 
have teamed up once again to release a brand-new single. In collaboration with the talented 
singer Zach Sorgen, they present "L.O.V.E.", a song that explores the fascinating and often 
addictive power of love. 

 

"L.O.V.E." is an emotional and captivating composition that captures the intensity and 
ambivalence of love. The song highlights the highs and lows that come with being in love and 
illustrates how love can become an all-consuming addiction. Zach Sorgen's impressive voice 
gives the song a special depth and authenticity, while Monroe & Moralezz create an atmospheric 
soundscape with their distinctive production. 

 

"We wanted to write a song that reflects the complex nature of love," explains Monroe. "Love can 
be the most beautiful feeling in the world, but it can also completely consume us and become 
addictive." 

 

Moralezz adds, "With Zach, we found the perfect singer to express these emotions. His voice 
conveys exactly the passion and intensity we envisioned for 'L.O.V.E.'" 

 

Zach Sorgen, known for his soulful and powerful performances, says about the collaboration: "It 
was an incredible experience working with Monroe & Moralezz on this song. 'L.O.V.E.' is an 
honest and raw exploration of the extreme feelings that love can trigger for me." 

 

The single "L.O.V.E." is now available on all streaming platforms. Accompanying the release is an 
atmospheric lyric video that perfectly captures the emotional depth and visual aesthetics of the 
song. 

 

About Monroe & Moralezz:  

Monroe & Moralezz are a dynamic producer duo known for their innovative and captivating 
productions. With a multitude of successful projects, they have made a lasting impact on the 
music landscape. 

 

About Zach Sorgen:   

Zach Sorgen is an emerging singer and songwriter known for his impressive voice and emotional 
performances. His music blends various genres and tells authentic stories that resonate with 
audiences. 


